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Active monitoring/
prospective information

Passive monitoring/
speculative information

Incumbent
monitor

Entrant
monitor

Debt claim: 
bank (short-term debt,
revocable credit line,
demandable debt),
commercial paper market,
interbank market.

Venture capitalist,
holder of unregistered securities,1

long-term core shareholder (noyau dur),
board of directors,
bank or life insurance company
monitoring long-term loans
(demands during reorganization).

Raider (takeover),
proxy fight organizer.

Equity claim:
speculators (analysts),
derivative suits.

Equity-like claims:
credit enhancer,
underwriter (firm
commitment contract).

Other claims:
rating agency,
underwriter
(best-efforts contract).

  1. The buyer of unregistered securities or letter stocks must write to the Security and
Exchange Commission that the stocks are not bought for resale.

Figure 8.1

put options to acquire this information. It also dis-

cusses the possibility of collusion between monitor

and monitoree, and the monitor’s biases in informa-

tion acquisition.

Section 8.3 turns to market monitoring. It first

notes that stock market participants also have call

and put options as they can buy or sell shares. The

specificity of these call and put options, though,

is that their exercise price is not fixed but rather

endogenously determined: it is the market price.

The section shows how speculator profit, and ulti-

mately the market acquisition of information about

the value of assets in place, is related to the depth

of the market.

Information about the value of assets in place

can also discipline management by severing the

firm’s access to cash rather than by serving as a ba-

sis for managerial compensation. To perform this

function, though, passive monitoring must be per-

formed by debtholders, since the resale of equity

shares in the firm is internal to stock market par-

ticipants and therefore does not drain the firm’s

liquidity. Section 8.4, building on Chapter 5, shows

how demandable debt contracts discipline manage-

ment through the threat of liquidity shortage.

8.2 Performance Measurement and the
Value of Speculative Information

This section uses a straightforward extension of

the fixed-investment model of Section 3.2 to ob-

tain an elementary mechanism-design version of the

Holmström and Tirole (1993) model of stock market

monitoring.8

8. An early paper on the use of stock prices in optimal managerial
incentives is Diamond and Verrecchia (1982). The starting point of
that paper is that, from the sufficient statistic theorem of Holmström
(1979) and Shavell (1979), “any information is of positive value if it re-
duces the ex post noise of direct estimates of an agent’s level of effort.”
Diamond and Verrecchia assume that, after the managerial choice of
effort but before income is realized, all investors exogenously observe
an imperfect signal of final income, and the stock price perfectly re-
veals the common signal. This signal, or equivalently the stock price, is
then used together with the final income to build the optimal manage-
rial incentive scheme. In their paper, the manager’s reward decreases
with the stock price, because the common signal is about an exoge-
nous, that is, action-independent, variable, which must be filtered out
of the final income.
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The value of speculative information - Intuition

I Speculators in stock markets might acquire costly information
about the prospects of a firm

I If information reveals a good signal they will buy the stock
(if signal is bad they sell)

I Stock price incorporates more precise information about
expected firm’s return

I Reveals some information about managers invested effort

I Relating managerial compensation to stock market
performance makes it more unlikely that compensation is paid
to a shirking manager

→ A high stock price (good signal) is a more accurate indication
for invested effort than the project’s success
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The value of speculative information - Intuition

I Important precondition: When trading on their information
speculators must make profit to compensate monitoring costs

I If stock markets thin attempt to buy shares has significant
positive price impact leaving little margin for speculators

I If there are many liquidity traders (market participant that
trade for other reasons than information) price impact of
speculators’ demand small, speculators can conceal their
information and speculators’ profit large

I Speculators make profits at the expense of liquidity traders

I Liquidity traders must be compensated ex-ante for the losses
they make when trading with speculators

I IPO price must incorporate these costs

I Long-term investors benefit from this (equity premium)
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The value of speculative information - Assumptions

I Standard agency conflict

I After effort decision signal
j ∈ {H; L} about effort level
i ∈ {H; L} released

I Probability of signal j given
effort level i is σij

I Signal is sufficient statistic
for success and thus effort

I νj probability of success
given signal j

pH = σHHνH + σHLνL

pL = σLHνH + σLLνL

8.2. Performance Measurement and the Value of Speculative Information 339

8.2.1 Introducing Early Performance
Monitoring

Consider a biotech entrepreneur or a pharmaceutical

company attempting to develop a molecule to cure

a disease or treat its symptoms. The basic research

activity will last for three or four years, after which

the project, if successful heretofore, will move on

to a development phase, then to a lengthy testing

and regulatory approval process (say, through the

Federal Drug Administration in the United States),

and finally to a commercialization and marketing

stage until the twenty-year patent expires (and of-

ten even after the drug gets off-patent). Clearly, the

final profit made on the drug reflects much uncer-

tainty realized years and even decades after the ini-

tial research stage: changes in regulatory standards,

accrual of competing drugs, shocks to demand for

the drug, changes in national health systems’ orga-

nization, and so forth. The final profit is therefore

a poor (by which I mean very garbled) indicator of

the prospects created by the initial activity. Put dif-

ferently, it very imperfectly measures the value of

assets in place at the end of the research stage.

Consider, therefore, the problem of rewarding the

entrepreneur or the manager for her performance

during this period. It would be desirable to mea-

sure this performance early for two reasons: first,

the entrepreneur or manager may need the money

long before the final profit is realized; second, even if

she can wait for the final profit to be realized (as will

be the case in the treatment below), better incentive

schemes can be tailored if some advance measure of

the value of assets in place can be obtained.

The drug example illustrates a much more general

point: many investment decisions bear their fruit

many years and even decades after they are made.

The design of managerial compensation requires

The Holmström and Tirole paper builds on the insight of Diamond
and Verrecchia in two ways. First, the stock market acquires informa-
tion that is informative about value enhancement. This yields a posi-
tive relationship between managerial reward and stock price. Second,
and more importantly, it assumes that information is costly to acquire.
Proper incentives must then be given to speculators to acquire in-
formation, which leads to a study of the relationship between stock
market liquidity and performance monitoring. The Holmström and
Tirole analysis takes the stock market institution for granted, though,
while the Diamond and Verrecchia paper, like this section, designs an
optimal mechanism.

Effort i ∈{H, L}

ij = Pr(signal j | effort i )σ
Signal j ∈{H, L}

j = Pr(success | signal j )ν

Outcome
(success, failure)

Figure 8.2

obtaining performance measures that do not rely

solely on accounting and income recognition.

Let us start with the basic framework, which is

that of Section 3.2, with an early signal of perfor-

mance appended: an entrepreneur has a fixed-size

project that requires investment I. The entrepre-

neur’s cash, A, is insufficient to cover the cost of

investment, A < I, and so the entrepreneur must

borrow I −A from investors. The project yields R in

the case of success and 0 in the case of failure, and is

subject to moral hazard. The probability of success

is pH if the entrepreneur works and pL = pH −∆p if

she shirks. So, the effort can be high (H) or low (L).

Shirking provides private benefit B.

The new modeling feature is that, after the entre-

preneurial choice of effort and before the project

succeeds or fails, information can be acquired that

is informative about the final outcome.

Let us assume that there are two possible signals,

high (H) and low (L). (By an abuse of notation but for

mnemonic reasons, we use the same notation for ef-

forts and signals.) The (positive) probability of signal

j ∈ {H,L} conditional on effort i ∈ {H,L} is denoted

σij (of course, σiH+σiL = 1 for all i). We simplify the

analysis by assuming that the signal is a sufficient

statistic for the final outcome (this assumption is

easily relaxed). Let νj denote the probability of suc-

cess given signal j. The sufficient statistic property

means that νj is independent of effort. Figure 8.2

summarizes the stochastic structure.

In order for the ex ante probabilities of success

given a high and a low effort to be equal to pH and

pL, respectively, it must be the case that

pH = σHHνH + σHLνL (8.1)
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The value of speculative information - Assumptions

I Conditional success
probability after observing a
signal H is higher than the a
priori success probability
given high effort: νH > pH

⇒ Signal contains information
not only on effort level but
also on success probability

⇒ Signal contains information
on a shock to success prob.
that materialized after effort
invested
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Outcome
(success/failure).

Information
acquisition
(signal is
informative
about effort
and about
final outcome).

•
Moral hazard
(high or low
effort).

Contract.
• • •

Figure 8.3

and

pL = σLHνH + σLLνL. (8.2)

Let us now interpret the high signal as good news

about the final outcome.9

Assumption 8.1. The high signal enhances the con-

fidence in success: νH > pH (equivalently, νL < pL).

The timing of the extended fixed-investment

model is summarized in Figure 8.3.

First we look at the benchmark in which the sig-

nal can be obtained for free and can be verified

so that the entrepreneur’s incentive scheme can be

made directly contingent on this signal. Then we as-

sume that information acquisition is costly and sub-

ject to moral hazard, and study information collec-

tion by an “incumbent monitor” and by an “entrant

monitor” (see Section 8.1.3).

8.2.2 The Benchmark of Free Performance
Monitoring

Suppose, temporarily, that the signal can be costless-

ly observed and verified, and so the entrepreneurial

contract can depend both on the realization of the

signal and on the final outcome. The optimal incen-

tive contract, however, can be chosen so as to de-

pend only on the realized signal. Intuitively, there

is no reason to make the entrepreneur accountable

for shocks she has no control over; here, for a given

realization of the signal, the final outcome is totally

out of the entrepreneur’s control and thus her re-

ward should not be made contingent on the real-

ized outcome. This intuitive property results directly

from the more general sufficient statistic theorem

of Holmström (1979) and Shavell (1979), according

to which an agent’s compensation should be based

9. That νH > pH implies that νL < pL can be derived from condi-
tion (8.2) together with νH > pL and σLH = 1− σLL.

only on a statistic that is “sufficient” with respect to

the inference about her effort; that is, the final profit

brings no information about the borrower’s choice

of effort to someone who already knows the signal.

Because the entrepreneur is risk neutral and pro-

tected by limited liability, and because the high (low)

signal is good (bad) news for the high effort, it is clear

that the entrepreneur should receive a reward Rb in

the case of a high signal (regardless of success or

failure, as we have argued), and 0 in the case of a

low signal. The reward for a good signal should be

sufficient to induce the entrepreneur to choose the

high effort. A high effort increases the probability of

a high signal from σLH to σHH, but does not enable

the entrepreneur to enjoy private benefit B. And so

we require that

(σHH − σLH)Rb � B. (ICb)

As in Chapter 3, let us compute the pledgeable in-

come. The entrepreneur’s incompressible share is,

in expected value,

σHHRb = σHH

σHH − σLH
B.

And so the necessary and sufficient condition for the

entrepreneur to obtain funding is that the project’s

NPV net of the entrepreneur’s incompressible share

exceeds the investors’ contribution to the initial in-

vestment:

pHR − σHH

σHH − σLH
B � I −A. (8.3)

Let us compare this condition with condition (3.3)

prevailing when no signal is available:

pHR − pH

pH − pL
B � I −A.

Identities (8.1) and (8.2) imply that

pH

pH − pL
= σHH(νH − νL)+ νL

(σHH − σLH)(νH − νL)
>

σHH

σHH − σLH
.

We conclude that the existence of the signal increases

pledgeable income and thus facilitates funding (the

minimum entrepreneurial equity required to obtain

financing is smaller). This elementary model illus-

trates a general point: early signals provide informa-

tion about future performance, and thus about the

moral-hazard activity, that is not yet garbled by the

future environmental noise that accrues after the sig-

nal is revealed and before the final outcome is re-

alized. Its use improves performance measurement
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The value of speculative information - Assumptions

Example:

I Project is the development of new product

I Receiving patent for developed product is a positive signal

1. Indicates a higher than the a priori success probability of
project

2. Probability is for positive signal increases in invested effort of
manager

I But even after realization of good signal success uncertain
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Benchmarking on free signal

I Signal more precise indication of invested effort than success

I Contract should reward manager based on signal rather than
based on success

I No reward in case of j = L because bad signal more likely
after shirking

I Incentive constraint:

σHHRb ≥ σLHRb + B (IC)

I Agency rent:

σHHRb =
σHH

σHH − σLH
B
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Benchmarking on free signal

I Pledgable return:

pHR −
σHH

σHH − σLH
B ≥ I − A

I Given that j = H is a better indication of invested effort than
success:

pH
pH − pl

=
σHH(νH − νL) + νL

(σHH − σLH)(νH − νL)
>

σHH
σHH − σLH

I Pledgable return increased using signal as benchmark:

pHR −
pH

pH − pl
B < pHR −

σHH
σHH − σLH

B

⇒ Based on signal compensation more precisely rewarding for
exerted effort
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Implementing benchmark

I Signal might be freely observable but not verifiable

I In this case stock option can implement efficient incentive
scheme

I Manager receives a fraction x of shares only if the stock price
increases to νHR

I Optimal stock options x determined by

xνHR = R∗
b =

σHH
σHH − σLH

B
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Monitoring cost

I Assume now that monitoring involves a fixed cost (for
processing or extracting information)

I Fixed cost: Only one monitor should monitor

I Monitoring is not observable:
No contingent contracts available

I Monitoring generates private, soft information:
No contracts available contingent of information revealed

→ Monitoring must be incentive compatible

→ In order to use monitoring to incentivize manager information
must be revealed
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Benchmarking with costly monitoring

I Providing monitor with option to buy fraction s∗ of shares at
ex ante par value pHR allows monitor to break even on
monitoring costs when he trades on the acquired information:

s∗σHH (νHR − pHR) = c (ICm)

I Only when investing in monitoring he learns with prob. σHH
whether he can make profit νHR − pHR by executing his
option

I When he receives a low signal he does not execute his option
because he would incur a loss νLR − pHR

⇒ If manager expects monitoring he has incentive to exert effort

⇒ Investing effort increases chances of benefiting from stock
option
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Coordination problem in costly monitoring

I There also exists a second equilibrium

I Managers expects no monitoring

⇒ Without monitoring monitor never executes his option

⇒ Manager expects never to benefit from his stock option

⇒ Manager expects never to be compensated for his effort

I Monitor expects that manager exerted no effort

⇒ Monitor expects not to break even on monitoring costs

s∗σLH (νHR − pHR) = c

I Executing option without monitoring also detrimental for
monitor, because pLR < pHR
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Coordination problem in costly monitoring

I Multiplicity of equilibria arises because of strategic
complementarities: Monitoring is (more) rewarding if manager
exerts effort; Exerting effort is (more) rewarding if monitor
monitors

I Multiplicity of equilibria can be avoided by granting monitor
put options s∗P with

s∗PσHL (pHR − νLR) = c

I Selling after receiving a bad signal even if manager behaves
balances monitoring costs

I But reward to monitor even larger if manager shirks:

s∗PσLL (pHR − νLR) > c ⇔ σLL > σHL
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Market monitoring

I Usually hard to assign certain investors role of a designated
monitor

I Problem: Liquidity needs of investor; unknown abilities to
monitor etc

I Firm rely on anonymous market to acquire retrospective
information

I E.g. only after manager invested effort one investor learns
about his abilities to monitor

I All investors hold shares that entitle them to a fraction of the
return R

I Given managers effort ex ante value of each share is pHR
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No-trade theorem

I Assume that all investors can hold on to their shares until
t = 2, i.e. no liquidity needs

I If speculator learns through costly monitoring that shares are
undervalued by νHR − pHR he wants to purchase shares

I Being willing to buy a share at a price P ≥ pHR though
reveals that speculator received positive signal about firm

I Other shareholder know that they will loose money if they sell
any shares at P < νHR; they will only sell at P = νHR

I Speculator cannot acquire any undervalued shares

I He cannot make any profit that compensates him for his
monitoring costs

⇒ Even though stock market is well functioning it is
informationally inefficient
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The role of liquidity traders

I To provide incentives for costly monitoring price must not
respond too sensitive to speculators’ orders

I If some investors have liquidity needs they are forced to sell
their stocks

I Speculator might acquire shares from those liquidity traders
without revealing his information to other long-term investors

I Assumption: Anonymous market in which only the net order
flow is observable
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The role of liquidity traders - Assumptions

8.3. Market Monitoring 347

•
Date 0 Date 2Date 1

•
Moral hazard
(entrepreneur
chooses effort
i ∈{H, L}).

Outcome
(success/
failure).

Contract with
entrepreneur.
Fraction s of
the shares held
by liquidity traders.

• • • •
Speculator observes
signal j ∈{H, L} if he
monitors. Liquidity
traders learn whether
they have a liquidity
need.

Speculator
and liquidity
traders place
their orders.

Market observes
net flow. Stock
price is equal to
expected income
conditionally on
net order.

Figure 8.4

date 0, liquidity needs are realized at date 1, and the

final income accrues at date 2.

Liquidity traders have utility attached to a con-

sumption stream {c0, c1, c2} equal to

c0 + c1 if they face a liquidity need at date 1,

c0 + c1 + c2 if they do not.

That is, in the case of a liquidity shock they have

no utility for second-period consumption (this is, of

course, stronger than needed to generate sales of

securities at stage 1). Long-term investors know at

date 0 that their utility is always

c0 + c1 + c2.

These simple preferences (or their generalization in

which liquidity traders have utility c0 + c1 + θc2,

0 � θ < 1, when facing a liquidity shock) will sub-

stantially facilitate the pricing of claims at stage 0.

Remark (exogeneity of s). We take the fraction s of

liquidity traders to be an exogenous parameter. See

the caveat below for a discussion of this assumption.

Let us now make the following assumption.

Assumption 8.3 (anonymous trading). The specu-

lator can split his order in such a way that the long-

term investors (or any new investor in this market)

cannot tell his order apart from those of the liquid-

ity traders; these investors thus observe only the net

order, that is the sum of the speculator’s and the

liquidity traders’ orders.

This assumption does not hold exactly if the spec-

ulator is forced to disclose a position exceeding

some threshold or if splitting his order involves sub-

stantial transaction costs. But again, it is stronger

than needed. All that is required is that the market

not be able to observe the speculator’s trade per-

fectly. The assumption that the market participants

observe only the net order flow is a metaphor for

a market in which market makers post bid and ask

spreads and revise these in light of the observed net

order flow.

Figure 8.4 describes the timing.

8.3.2 Equilibrium Behavior

Letting y and z denote the speculator’s and the liq-

uidity traders’ demands for shares, the stock price

P of shares is equal to the expected income condi-

tional on total order y + z:

P = [Pr(success | y + z)]R.

The liquidity traders’ order is uninformative about

the final outcome, but as we will see it plays an

important role in the market’s inference about the

probability of success. This order is

z =
⎧

⎨

⎩

−s in the case of a liquidity shock,

0 in the absence of a liquidity shock.

Now consider the speculator’s order, assuming for

the moment that it is indeed optimal for the specu-

lator to acquire the information. It is clear that the

speculator has no incentive to purchase shares if he

that knows the firm is overvalued (the signal is low).

When the firm is undervalued (the signal is high),

he wants to purchase as many shares as is possible.

But he must also be wary of not signaling his pres-

ence in the market to other investors, otherwise the

price would jump to νHR and there would be no gain

for the speculator. Given that the market observes

the net order, the only way of possibly disguising

one’s order while purchasing shares is to purchase s
shares. Table 8.1 describes the four possible states

of nature.

When the speculator buys shares and there are no

liquidity sales, the market knows that the speculator

I Market share of liquidity traders: s

I Liquidity traders face correlated liquidity risk:

UL = c0+c1+θc2 with θ ∈ {0; 1} and prob(θ = 0) = λ

I Other investor: UI = c0 + c1 + c2
I Other investors cannot observe liquidity shock
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The role of liquidity traders - Equilibrium

I If liquidity traders face
liquidity need (θ = 0) they
will sell at any price their
shares s

I Thus they place orders: −s
I Assume speculator demands

s given a high signal and 0
otherwise

348 8. Investors of Passage: Entry, Exit, and Speculation

Table 8.1

High signal Low signal

(probability σHH) (probability σHL)

Liquidity sales Stock price: P Stock price: νLR
(probability λ) Net order: 0 Net order: −s
No liquidity sales Stock price: νHR Stock price: P
(probability 1− λ) Net order: s Net order: 0

has received favorable information and so the mar-

ket price is νHR; conversely, when the speculator

buys no shares and there are liquidity sales, the mar-

ket knows that the speculator has received the low

signal, and so the market price is νLR. In both cases

the speculator’s information is revealed to the mar-

ket and the speculator makes no money from it.

In contrast, the market faces a nontrivial “signal

extraction problem” when the net order is 0. The

speculator’s and liquidity traders’ orders may bal-

ance either because the signal is high and there is

liquidity trading, which has ex ante probability λσHH,

or because the signal is low and there is no liquid-

ity trading, which has ex ante probability (1−λ)σHL.

Using Bayes’ rule and the fact that the stock price is

equal to the expected payoff of a share, we obtain

P =
[

λσHH

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νHR

+
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νLR. (8.5)

Let us compute the speculator’s expected profit.

With probability λσHH, he learns that the firm is

undervalued and liquidity trading allows him to

disguise his trade, which preserves some under-

valuation. The amount of undervaluation is then

νHR − P =
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R].

That is, it is equal to the conditional probability that

the firm is overvalued times the sensitivity of the

true share value to the speculator’s information. The

speculator’s expected profit is therefore

π(s) = λσHH

[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R]s.

(8.6)

On the other hand, this profit is equal to 0 when

the speculator acquires no information. This can be

checked by computing the expected profit of an un-

informed purchase of s shares, using Table 8.1 and

equation (8.5). But this result can be obtained more

easily and more intuitively by noting that an unin-

formed speculator is in the same position as the mar-

ket and the market price is the fair price in each state

of nature.

We conclude that the speculator indeed acquires

information if and only if

π(s) � c,

where c is, as earlier, the cost of learning the signal.

The speculator further obtains no rent if s = s∗∗,

where
π(s∗∗) = c. (8.7)

This analysis has a couple of straightforward im-

plications.

Size of the monitor’s option. The incentive scheme

of the enlisted monitor of the previous section and

of the unenlisted monitor of this section is quali-

tatively the same: it is (explicitly in the first case

and implicitly in the second) an option to purchase

a predetermined number of shares at a strike price.

We chose the strike price to be equal to the ex ante

par value pHR in the case of an enlisted specula-

tor. The strike price for the speculator is the mar-

ket price, whose ex ante expectation is also pHR.

However, the supply curve faced by the speculator

is not perfectly elastic at pHR; and so, conditional

on the speculator’s wanting to exercise his option,

the strike price (which is either P or νHR) is on av-

erage greater than pHR.23 To have the same incen-

tives to collect the information as the enlisted moni-

tor, the speculator must be offered a larger option. It

is therefore not surprising that (8.4), (8.6), and (8.7)

imply
s∗∗ > s∗. (8.8)

Pledgeable income. Let us compare the pledge-

able incomes under the two types of monitor. It

turns out that the minimum expected entrepre-

neurial reward—that is, the agency cost—is the same

in both cases, and so is the entrepreneur’s abil-

ity to borrow.24 This, however, is an artefact of

23. P itself may be larger or smaller than pHR.

24. Suppose that the entrepreneur is given a reward Rb when the
stock price at date 1 is equal to νHR and 0 otherwise (again, this can
be interpreted as a stock option). Incentive compatibility requires that

(1− λ)(σHH − σLH)Rb � B,

since the entrepreneur receives a reward only when the monitor re-
ceives the high signal and there is no liquidity trade.
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The role of liquidity traders - Equilibrium

I Other investors infer a high
signal from a net order flow s
and demand shares at
P = νHR

I Other investors infer a low
signal from a net order flow
−s and sell shares up to
P = νLR

I When observing no order
flow they cannot directly
infer the state

348 8. Investors of Passage: Entry, Exit, and Speculation

Table 8.1

High signal Low signal

(probability σHH) (probability σHL)

Liquidity sales Stock price: P Stock price: νLR
(probability λ) Net order: 0 Net order: −s
No liquidity sales Stock price: νHR Stock price: P
(probability 1− λ) Net order: s Net order: 0

has received favorable information and so the mar-

ket price is νHR; conversely, when the speculator

buys no shares and there are liquidity sales, the mar-

ket knows that the speculator has received the low

signal, and so the market price is νLR. In both cases

the speculator’s information is revealed to the mar-

ket and the speculator makes no money from it.

In contrast, the market faces a nontrivial “signal

extraction problem” when the net order is 0. The

speculator’s and liquidity traders’ orders may bal-

ance either because the signal is high and there is

liquidity trading, which has ex ante probability λσHH,

or because the signal is low and there is no liquid-

ity trading, which has ex ante probability (1−λ)σHL.

Using Bayes’ rule and the fact that the stock price is

equal to the expected payoff of a share, we obtain

P =
[

λσHH

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νHR

+
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νLR. (8.5)

Let us compute the speculator’s expected profit.

With probability λσHH, he learns that the firm is

undervalued and liquidity trading allows him to

disguise his trade, which preserves some under-

valuation. The amount of undervaluation is then

νHR − P =
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R].

That is, it is equal to the conditional probability that

the firm is overvalued times the sensitivity of the

true share value to the speculator’s information. The

speculator’s expected profit is therefore

π(s) = λσHH

[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R]s.

(8.6)

On the other hand, this profit is equal to 0 when

the speculator acquires no information. This can be

checked by computing the expected profit of an un-

informed purchase of s shares, using Table 8.1 and

equation (8.5). But this result can be obtained more

easily and more intuitively by noting that an unin-

formed speculator is in the same position as the mar-

ket and the market price is the fair price in each state

of nature.

We conclude that the speculator indeed acquires

information if and only if

π(s) � c,

where c is, as earlier, the cost of learning the signal.

The speculator further obtains no rent if s = s∗∗,

where
π(s∗∗) = c. (8.7)

This analysis has a couple of straightforward im-

plications.

Size of the monitor’s option. The incentive scheme

of the enlisted monitor of the previous section and

of the unenlisted monitor of this section is quali-

tatively the same: it is (explicitly in the first case

and implicitly in the second) an option to purchase

a predetermined number of shares at a strike price.

We chose the strike price to be equal to the ex ante

par value pHR in the case of an enlisted specula-

tor. The strike price for the speculator is the mar-

ket price, whose ex ante expectation is also pHR.

However, the supply curve faced by the speculator

is not perfectly elastic at pHR; and so, conditional

on the speculator’s wanting to exercise his option,

the strike price (which is either P or νHR) is on av-

erage greater than pHR.23 To have the same incen-

tives to collect the information as the enlisted moni-

tor, the speculator must be offered a larger option. It

is therefore not surprising that (8.4), (8.6), and (8.7)

imply
s∗∗ > s∗. (8.8)

Pledgeable income. Let us compare the pledge-

able incomes under the two types of monitor. It

turns out that the minimum expected entrepre-

neurial reward—that is, the agency cost—is the same

in both cases, and so is the entrepreneur’s abil-

ity to borrow.24 This, however, is an artefact of

23. P itself may be larger or smaller than pHR.

24. Suppose that the entrepreneur is given a reward Rb when the
stock price at date 1 is equal to νHR and 0 otherwise (again, this can
be interpreted as a stock option). Incentive compatibility requires that

(1− λ)(σHH − σLH)Rb � B,

since the entrepreneur receives a reward only when the monitor re-
ceives the high signal and there is no liquidity trade.
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The role of liquidity traders - Equilibrium

I But from Bayes’ rule they
know that...

... signal is high and liquidity
traders active with prob.

λσHH

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

... signal is low and liquidity
traders inactive with prob.

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

348 8. Investors of Passage: Entry, Exit, and Speculation

Table 8.1

High signal Low signal

(probability σHH) (probability σHL)

Liquidity sales Stock price: P Stock price: νLR
(probability λ) Net order: 0 Net order: −s
No liquidity sales Stock price: νHR Stock price: P
(probability 1− λ) Net order: s Net order: 0

has received favorable information and so the mar-

ket price is νHR; conversely, when the speculator

buys no shares and there are liquidity sales, the mar-

ket knows that the speculator has received the low

signal, and so the market price is νLR. In both cases

the speculator’s information is revealed to the mar-

ket and the speculator makes no money from it.

In contrast, the market faces a nontrivial “signal

extraction problem” when the net order is 0. The

speculator’s and liquidity traders’ orders may bal-

ance either because the signal is high and there is

liquidity trading, which has ex ante probability λσHH,

or because the signal is low and there is no liquid-

ity trading, which has ex ante probability (1−λ)σHL.

Using Bayes’ rule and the fact that the stock price is

equal to the expected payoff of a share, we obtain

P =
[

λσHH

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νHR

+
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

νLR. (8.5)

Let us compute the speculator’s expected profit.

With probability λσHH, he learns that the firm is

undervalued and liquidity trading allows him to

disguise his trade, which preserves some under-

valuation. The amount of undervaluation is then

νHR − P =
[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R].

That is, it is equal to the conditional probability that

the firm is overvalued times the sensitivity of the

true share value to the speculator’s information. The

speculator’s expected profit is therefore

π(s) = λσHH

[

(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

]

[(νH − νL)R]s.

(8.6)

On the other hand, this profit is equal to 0 when

the speculator acquires no information. This can be

checked by computing the expected profit of an un-

informed purchase of s shares, using Table 8.1 and

equation (8.5). But this result can be obtained more

easily and more intuitively by noting that an unin-

formed speculator is in the same position as the mar-

ket and the market price is the fair price in each state

of nature.

We conclude that the speculator indeed acquires

information if and only if

π(s) � c,

where c is, as earlier, the cost of learning the signal.

The speculator further obtains no rent if s = s∗∗,

where
π(s∗∗) = c. (8.7)

This analysis has a couple of straightforward im-

plications.

Size of the monitor’s option. The incentive scheme

of the enlisted monitor of the previous section and

of the unenlisted monitor of this section is quali-

tatively the same: it is (explicitly in the first case

and implicitly in the second) an option to purchase

a predetermined number of shares at a strike price.

We chose the strike price to be equal to the ex ante

par value pHR in the case of an enlisted specula-

tor. The strike price for the speculator is the mar-

ket price, whose ex ante expectation is also pHR.

However, the supply curve faced by the speculator

is not perfectly elastic at pHR; and so, conditional

on the speculator’s wanting to exercise his option,

the strike price (which is either P or νHR) is on av-

erage greater than pHR.23 To have the same incen-

tives to collect the information as the enlisted moni-

tor, the speculator must be offered a larger option. It

is therefore not surprising that (8.4), (8.6), and (8.7)

imply
s∗∗ > s∗. (8.8)

Pledgeable income. Let us compare the pledge-

able incomes under the two types of monitor. It

turns out that the minimum expected entrepre-

neurial reward—that is, the agency cost—is the same

in both cases, and so is the entrepreneur’s abil-

ity to borrow.24 This, however, is an artefact of

23. P itself may be larger or smaller than pHR.

24. Suppose that the entrepreneur is given a reward Rb when the
stock price at date 1 is equal to νHR and 0 otherwise (again, this can
be interpreted as a stock option). Incentive compatibility requires that

(1− λ)(σHH − σLH)Rb � B,

since the entrepreneur receives a reward only when the monitor re-
ceives the high signal and there is no liquidity trade.
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The role of liquidity traders - Equilibrium

I Consequently observing no order flow other share holders
willing to trade at

P =
λσHH

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL
νHR +

(1− λ)σHL
λσHH + (1− λ)σHL

νLR

I If liquidity traders are active speculator can benefit from
receiving a high signal and buy undervalued shares

I Speculator’s expected profit:

π(s) = λσHH (νHR − P) = λσHH
(1− λ)σHL

λσHH + (1− λ)σHL
(νH−νL)Rs
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The role of liquidity traders - Equilibrium

I Speculator will find it ex ante preferable to invest in
monitoring if

π(s) ≥ c

I Given that ∂π/∂s > 0 there is a lower bound s∗∗ to financial
market liquidity below which market is not informational
efficient

π(s∗∗) = c

I Since a high signal does not always lead to the high share
price νHR (only if liquidity traders are in active) incentive
effect of stock options lower

I Managers must receive more stock options

⇒ Pledgable return lower under market monitoring than under
designated monitor
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The role of liquidity traders - Conclusions

I Obviously market monitoring cannot be taken as granted

I It does not necessarily implement an efficient incentive scheme

I Pure market monitoring can only ensure efficient use of
retrospective information

I The profits π(s) made be speculator is the loss born by
liquidity traders

I To ensure that liquidity traders hold stocks issuing price PE

must compensate liquidity traders for those losses, i.e.
PE < pHR

I Long-term return to shares must be higher than the rate of
return (→ equity premium)

I But actually long-term investors should compete away the
equity premium
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